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Abstract. Let M be a monoid with a special Church-Rosser presentation. We show that the 
monoid of left-invertible lements of Ad, the monoid of right-invertible lements of A& and the 
group of units of N all have special Church-Rosser presentations (which can be taken to be 
finite if the given presentation of A4 is finite). 
Introduction 
If M is a monoid, then U,,(M) will denote the monoid of right-invertible lements 
of M, UA (M) will denote the monoid of left-invertible elements of and U(M) 
will denote the group of units of M. We show that if has a special Church-Rosser 
presentation, then so do UP(M), LJ,,( M), It follows from a theorem of 
Cachet [2] that U(M) is a free product o s. In addition, we show that 
UJ M) and UA( M) are both free products of U(M) with a free monoid. 
Here is an outline of what follows. Section 1 contains preliminaries. Section 2 
contains a presentation theorem (Theorem 2.2) which states that, under certain 
circumstances, a submonoid of a monoid which has a special Church-Rosser 
presentation also has a special Church-Rosser presentation. In Section 3, we show 
that Theorem 2.2 applies to UJ A ). Section 4 contains some v 
concluding remarks. 
The description in Corollary 3.6 of U( several years ago; for 
example, it appears as Theorem 7.6 in 
Corollary 3.6 was somewhat cumbersom 
the proof but did not really simplify it. The treatment given here resulted from the 
observation that The e observation in 
Corollary 3.2 that U( 
or background material and an extensive list of references, see [ 
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reli ries 
t C be an alphabet. Let C monoid on C. The empty word will 
noted 1. X+ will denote G* then Iwf will denote the length of w. 
Given R E 2?, define a relati Ilows: w1 + w2 if and only if there 
exist YJ, v E C* and r E R su& that w1 = urt, and w2 = uv. Let -++ denote the transitive 
closure of + . Let +* denote the reflexive, transitive closure of +. Let - denote 
the equivalence relation generated by + . Note that - is a congruence on C*. The 
quotient monoid Z*/ - will be denoted M(E, R) and the pair (Z, R) will be called 
a special presentation of M(Z, R). A special presentation (Z, R) will be called finite 
provided both C and R are finite. 
(We will often have to compare different special presentations. This will be done 
using subscripts: if Rj c 2?, then -+i, +f, +r, and -i will denote the corresponding 
relations on C* defined above.) 
Our first goal will be to show that if a monoid M has a special presentation 
(Z, R), then L: and R may be chosen to satisfy the following conditions. 
efinition 1.1. A special presentation (Z, R) is called reduced provided: 
(a) lg R; 
(b) CnR=0; 
(c) for all u,v,xEX*, if xc R and uxvER, then u=v=l. 
We show how to modify an arbitrary special presentation to obtain a reduced 
special presentation. To do this, note that if R, , R2 c Z*, then to show that (2, RI) 
and (2, R,) present he same monoid, it suffices to show that x -l y if and only if 
x -2 y. Since -l is the equivalence relation generated by + 1, to show that x -1 y 
implies x -2 y, it suffices to show that x +1 y implies x -2 y. (For later purposes, 
whenever possible, we will try to prove that x + 1 y implies x +F y.) 
.2. g Q monoid M has a special presentation, then M has a reduced special 
presentation. 
f. Let (2, R,) be a special presentation of M. If 1 c Ro, let RI = RO - { 1). Clearly, 
ifx+,y,thenx+Tyan if x +, y, then x +. y so that (2, R,) is a presentation of M. 
We assume that M has a special presentation (25, R,) with 1 ti RI. Define 
z={wd?Ifor some r~ R,, r+T w}. 
then x j2 y. Simi 2, there exists r, E 
2) is a presentation 
z={wE R,Iif w= ur~ with rE R2, then u=v=l}. 
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tion on IrJ, where r2 
y foliows by induc- 
and that if r, U~D E 
then ~=v=f. 
We assume that as a special pr,zentation (C, R3) th 
1.1(a) and (c). Let =ZnR,. Defirde ~4=Z--& and 
x E C*, trien there exists y E S$ such ttiat x + y. Also, if x$ y 
and only if x +4 y. It follows that (&, W,) is a presentation of 
is reduced. Cl 
We remark that i proof of Theorem 1.2, if (Z; R,) is a finite presentation, 
then (&, RJ is a fi presentation. (NW that X4 is a subset of Z and that if 
i=O,2 or 3, R,+l is set of Ri. To see that R2 is finite, given that C and RI are, 
note that the lengths the elements of R2 are bounded above by the maximum 
length of an elem f RI .) It follows that if a monoid A# has a finite special 
presentation, then s a reduced finite special presentation. 
A special presentation (C, R) will be said to have the Church-Rosser property 
provided it satisfies, for all x, y E Z*, if x - y, then there exists z E C* such that 
x +* z and y +* z. A monoid M will be called a special Church- Rosser monoid 
provided M has a special present&on with the Church-Rosser property. 
Two alternative fo ulations of the Church-Rosser property will be useful below. 
First, (Z, R) has the Church-Rosser property if and only if whenever U, x, y E C* 
satisfy u + x and u + y, there exists a z E C* such that x +* z and y +* z. The second 
formulation requires a definition: given (2, R), x E C* is called irreducible provided, 
for each y E Z*, if x +* y, then x = y. Given this definition, (2; R) has the Church- 
Rosser property if and only if, for each x E Z*, there exists a unique irreducible 
y E C* such that x +* y. (For a proof of the equivalence of these conditions in a 
somewhat more general setting, see [3]; for further discussion, see [ 11.) The 
advantage of the two reformulations of the Church-Rosser property is that 
they are expressed entirely in terms of + and +*. 
1.3. If a monoid M has a special presentation with the Church- Rosser 
property, then M has a reduced special presentation with the Church- 
Proof. Note that if (Z, Rj) has the Church-Rosser property and (Z, Ri+,) satisfies 
~-~y if and only if x-i+1 y, and x+i y implies x+T+, y, then (2, 
Church-Rosser property. This applies in the proof of Theorem 1.2 when i = 0,f OX 
2. A similar remark applies to (& R4) since +3 and +4 agree on Z’& Cl 
From Theorem 1.3 and the remark following the proof of 
property, then M has a reduced finite special presentation with the Church-Rosser 
property. 
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Note that condition (c) of Definition 1.I can be populated in terms of irreducibles: 
(X, R) satisfies Definition 1.1(c) if and only if whenever 
and 1 u I+ 1 WI > 0, it follows that v is irreducible. 
l Let (2, R) be a reduced special ~~ese~tut~on. (Z; 
osser property if and only if it satisjks the following conditiori: 
(a) if u, v, w E 2" satis- uv, uw E R and v E 2?, then u = 
f. Assume that (2, R) satisfies tl Church-Rosser property and that u, v, and 
w satisfy the hypotheses of (a). Then, u - w and since (2, R) is reduced, u and w 
are irreducible. Since (2, R) has the Church-Rosser property, u = w. 
The converse is an easy consequence of the first reformulation of the Church- 
Rosser property (see 133). q 
The purpose of conditions (a)-(c) (Definition 1.1) and (a) in Theorem 1.4 is to 
regard the property of being a reduced special presentation with the Church-Rosser 
property as a formal property of the language R G C*. 
We conclude this section by noting that if a monoid M has a special presentation 
(C, R) which has the Church-Rosser property, then M can be identified with the 
set of irreducible words in C*. This observation makes it possible to convert certain 
questions about M to questions in C* about the relation +*. 
2. 
In this section, we will prove a presentation theorem for certain submonoids of 
a special Church-Rosser monoid. (In the following section, we will apply this 
theorem to the group of units.) 
Let (Z, R) be a reduced special presentation of the monoid M and let &C C*. 
sume that & satisfies: 
each x E & is irreducible; 
& is a code (in particular, 1 e &); 
(C) let u, v, w E Z*, if v E R and uvw E Z$, then u, v, w E E$. 
e will show that if &,c_ C* satisfies (A), (B), and (C j absve and if, in addition, 
) satisfies the Church-Rosser property, then the submonoid of M generated 
by&h special Church-Rosser presentation easily described in terms of R and 
&: see eorem 2.2. Our immediate goal is to give a criterion which implies (C) 
above and can be easily checked. 
Uniis of 
(a) if uv E & and VW E enu=l orv=l, 
entr=l *rw&; 
f. Assume (a) and (b) in Lemma 2.1 a 
X1, . . . . X, E & satisfy uvw = x1 l . . x,. Since 1 
there exist subscripts i<j and 
X~fl,X~#l,U=x,..*~ii-~X:,V 
xr= 1 (since xr it 1). By (b), xi’= 1 (since 
W=Xj*t.*m x, E Jig, as required. Ll 
US U = Xl l b l Xi-19 V = Xi l l e Xj, 
Note Lemma 2.1(a) and (b) are not necessary ror (C) to hold. For example, if 
C = (a, b, c}, R = {be} and X,, = {ab}, then (a) fails (take u = a, v = 6 an 
(C) holds (since C*Rc* n 2: =a). Also, given & and R, define 
Lt = (x*-z$)R27*, Ls = P(R - z:)z”, L3=C*R(E’-St), 
and L = ( Lt u L2u L3) n C$. Clearly, (C) is equivalent to L = 0. Also, if & and R 
are regular, then L is regular so that (C) can be verified algorithmically. 
Given C and &c Z*, let SO denote an alphabet in fixed one-to-one correspon- 
dence with &: if x E &, then x’ will denote the corresponding element of s,,. The 
function Xl-x: &,+ C* will be denoted 4 as will the corresponding homomorphism 
E,* + C*. Clearly, the image of Q (on so*) is 2:. Also, if & satisfies (B), then 4 
(on Eg*) is injective. 
Now, let R c_ C* and define RO = R n 2:. If (B) is satisfied, then, for each r E RO, 
there exists a unique ?E 2: such that 4( ?) = r* Define & = {r’~ 2: 1 re R,}. 
Theorem 2.2. Let (2, R) be a reduced special Church- Rosser presentation of the 
monoid M. Assume that&c C* satisfies (A), (Bj and (C). 7hen (&,, l&J is a reduced 
special Church- Rosser presentation of the submonoid of M generated by & . 
Proof. We begin by verifying that (&, &j satisfies Definition 1 .l (a)-(c) and 
Theorem 1.4(a) of Section 1. 
Since 1 ti R and 4 is injective, 1 e &, so (&, , k-J satisfies Definition 1 .I (a). Since 
each x E & is irreducible, & n RO = 0, so SO n & = 0, so (if,, , 
1.1(b). To verify that (SO, &j satisfies Definition 1.1(c), su 
satisfy x” E & and iI,? E I?,,. Defin ,x= b(Z), and 0=4( 
definition of d- aXv, it follows that x, uxv E sothatu=v=l.Since 
u’ = f = 1 as required. To verify that ( isfies condition (a) of 
suppose that fi, $ E E,* and ik el 
and w = 4(G). As above, uv, VW E 
Again as above, u’ = 6 = 1 as require 
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First, if 6 is reducible 
then there exist U, 0 G 
Let be a monoid and let y E We call y right-inoertible provided there exists 
a ZE such that yz = 1, l~f~-jn~~fjb~@ provided there exists an x E such that 
xy = 1 and intwrtible provided it is both right-invertible and left-invertible. Define 
UJ M) = (y E M iy is right-invettible}, 
U,(M) = { y E M 1 y is left-invertible}, 
We now record some elementary observati ns about invertibility. 
be a monoid and let x, y, z F M. 
(d) Ifxy==yr==1, t!renx=z. 
Clearly, there exist a logues of Proposition 3.1(b) and (c) for t&(M). Parts (a) 
) is a monoid. It also easily follows from 
oposition 3.1 (d) has the following amusi 
consequence: 
be a monoid. Then UJ U,( M)) = U(M). 
at 
)). For the converse, 
a y E U,(M) such that xy = 1. Since 
j, there exists a z E osition ), x = Z$ so 
The reader can easily c 
e a apeciizl Church 
asset presentation 0 
and 2 by usin = for equality of wo 
irreducible words in 
1 and &={w 
Note that since (Z; R j is reduced, each element of Z, (and therefore of &j is 
irreducible. 
Lemma 3.3. CO generates U,( M j as a monoid. 
Proof. We begin by showing that 2, generates U,( j. Suppose that x E 2” is 
irreducible and represents a right-invertible element of M. Choose an irreducible 
y E 6’ that represents a right inverse of X. It follows that xy +* 1. Since x and y are 
irreducible, there exist factorizations x = xl . . . x,, and y = yP . . . y1 with each Xi, yi E 
C+ and each Xiyi E R. It follows that each Xi E 2, , SO that x E 2:: as required. 
To show that, in fact, & generates UP< M), we induct on length. Clearly, an 
element of & which has minimal length among all elements of 2, belongs to &. 
In general, if w E &, then either w E & or there exist u E C+ and ZJ E 2, such that 
w = uv. Clearly, u E Z, and 1 ul, Iv1 c I WI. Applying the inductive hypothesis to u and 
v, we conclude that w E C& as require:. •l 
Lemma 3.4. & satis$es (A), ( 
Proof. We have already noted that each ele zmt of Z,-, is irreducible so that 
satisnes (A). To verify that & satisfies (B j, note that if u, v E C* satisfy uv, v E &, 
then u = 1. It follows that & is a suffix code, s 
TO show that & satisfies (C), we use Lemma 
(bj. For (a), let UVE & and VW E R. If v f 1, t 
v E 2,. Since uv e 2+&, u = 1 as requi 
there exists a z E Z+ such that vwz E R. I 
en WE l since 
y Lemma 2.1, & satisfies (Cj. Cl 
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be a special Church- 
efine & as above. Corollary 3.2, & 
ows from Lemma 3. nd Theorem 2.2. 
a )isa 1 
Applying Corollary 3.5 twice, 
y Corollary 3.2, UP(UP( 
is a special Church-Rosser 
This follows from Corollary 3.6 and a theorem of Cachet 121: a g with 
a special Church-Rosser presentation is a free product of cyclic groups. 
e have the following theorem. 
Church- Rosset cmoid Then UP( ) is a fieptoduct 
itrary special presentation 
X={uEZO~aoccursinsomet~~}, 
Y={aE&fuoccursinno te R,}. 
by X with the 
generated by Y 
), in the presentation 
generator epresents 
as in Section 2. 
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generator belongs to 
the submonoid of 
efining relation of UJ 
o in Theorem 2.2, then that 
a free product of I/( 
of So that do not occ 
), and that this submonoid is a free monoid. 
nally, we have the following corollary. 
be a monoid. Then ) for some special 
Church- Rosser monoid M if and only if is a free product of cyclic groups and a 
free monoid. 
If M, occurs as V,( is a special Church- sser monoid, then, 
orollary 3.7 and Theo s a free product of cy groups and a free 
monoid. 
For the converse, assume that is the free product of {G4 1 a E I} and A*, where 
each Gp is a cyclic group and A the free monoid on a set A. We present a special 
Church-Rosser monoid M such that U,( ) is isomorphic to 
{c} u A, where 
~a=bcJ~a, & = {b, 1 cy E I and G, is an infinite cyclic group}. 
We assume that the a,%, the b=‘s, and c are distinct from each other and from the 
elements of A. Let R = R, u Rb u Rd, where 
Rb = {r; 1 a E P and G, is an infinite cyclic group}, 
a,={d+kA}, 
where r, = at if G, is a finite cyclic group of order n and if G, is an infinite cyclic 
group, then r, = a,a,l and rh_ = baa,. Let ). It is easy to use Theorem 
2.2 and Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 to show t isomorphic to 1, which 
completes the proof of Corollary 3.9. q 
then the opposite monoid may be presente 
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We also remask that finiteness of C and R played no role above. 
do have the following theorem. 
Let M be a monoid with a finite special Church-R 
) each have finite special Chu 
tions. In particular, is a free product ofjinitely many 
products of U(M) : iaith a free monoid on a finite set. 
Let (2, R) be a finite reduced special Church-Rosser presentation of M. 
as defined in Section 3 is finite. In turn, R n 2: is finite, so the presentation 
provided by Theorem 2.2 is finite. The same remark applies to U(M) as 
in the proof of Corollary 3.6. The rest of Theorem 4.1 follows from [2] and the 
proof of Theorem 3.8. Cl 
Finally, we remark that Theorem 4.1 gives invariants (under isomorphism) of 
monoids that have finite special Church-Rosser presentations: the cardinalities (with 
multiplicity) of the cyclic factors of U(M) and the size of the alphabets for the 
extra free monoid factors of UJ M) and U’ ( M). 
The author would like to thank the referees for some useful comments on an 
earlier version of this paper. 
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